
Seamless learning
Wit & Wisdom in Sync has all the important 
components of our high-quality Wit & Wisdom® 
curriculum. This abbreviated program also includes 
additional digital resources that can be used anywhere 
learning takes place.

Wit & Wisdom in Sync provides

• direct instruction through daily video lessons 
from a Great Minds coteacher. 

• vocabulary videos with Spanish-language 
content to support multilingual learners with oral 
language development.

• fillable PDFs with interactive annotation tools for 
students to submit work.

• planning and preparation resources for teachers.

Building Knowledge. No Matter What. 
With video lessons and daily assignments, Wit & Wisdom in Sync™ ensures students can build knowledge if they—
or the teacher—have to take time away from the classroom. The direct instruction videos also serve as pre-lesson 
modeling for teachers so they can lead with confidence.
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At a glance
Our team of teachers combined extensive knowledge of instructional best practices with in-depth analysis 
of what schools and districts need to design a model for continuous learning and excellence in this changing 
educational landscape. 

For teachers
• Learn Anywhere Plan 

The plan provides module and daily lesson pacing 
to help students toggle between home and school. 

• Wit & Wisdom in Sync User Guide 
The guide helps teachers understand how to use 
Wit & Wisdom in Sync. 

• The Great Minds Humanities Video Library 
These videos offer free introductory content about the 
curriculum and our professional learning offerings.

• Wit & Wisdom Projected Slides 
These slides support online instruction and discussions 
with students. 

• Digital Teacher Edition 
This resource allows teachers to explore full 
Wit & Wisdom lessons and resources to understand 
the context of the grade, lesson set, and module.

• Digital Assessments 
Affirm, Wit & Wisdom’s digital assessment tool, helps educators 
meet the needs of students by providing instant scoring and 
reporting at the student, class, and school level.* 

*Affirm is a separate, required purchase to support learning with Wit & Wisdom in Sync. 

For students 
• Daily Videos 

These digestible videos provide daily direct instruction 
from a Great Minds coteacher. Instructional videos are 
available in both English and Spanish.

• Digital Classwork 
The digital student edition includes activities to support 
each lesson. The fillable PDFs include interactive annotation 
tools that allow students to submit their work digitally. 

• Print Core Texts 
Teachers can provide students with select books from the 
Wit & Wisdom Core Text Library to read at home. These 
books are not included in Wit & Wisdom in Sync and can 
be purchased separately.

• Vocabulary in Sync 
These vocabulary videos, available in both English and 
Spanish, help students preview and practice essential 
vocabulary for each Wit & Wisdom module.
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